Farmingville, NY - Recently, Councilman Dan Panico welcomed Pet Palace to the Moriches area, located at 500 Montauk Highway in Moriches. Pictured left to right are Ashley Pagartanis, Chamber of Commerce of the Moriches Officer Chuck Schultz, owner Kathy Pagartanis, Councilman Panico and Marisa Pagartanis

When you want your pet to be treated like royalty, there's only one place to go, Pet Palace of Moriches. They pamper your pet, and carry some of the best products and accessories for your dog, cat and small animals. Pet Palace carefully selects the finest brands of foods and snacks, recommending natural and organics for your dog or cat. Just a few of the many brands they offer are: Stella & Chewys, Blue Buffalo, Wellness Core, Merrick, Natures Variety Raw Frozen Food, Honest Kitchen, Zignature and Fussie Cat. For fish enthusiasts, they have an assortment of tropical fish, supplies, aquariums, Koi, pond supplies and food. Support your local businesses.